EECS 170LB Laboratory Report Guidelines

1. **Title Page** - Your Name, ID Number, Date, Lab Section/TA, Lab Number/Title
2. **Introduction** - Brief Explanation of the lab
3. **Procedure/Results** - Include circuit schematics and plots from all the simulations and explain thoroughly. *Correctly label* each circuit and plot and include any calculations (if relevant). Answer all the questions from the lab.
4. **Conclusion** - Try to summarize your results. What problems did you run into, what did you learn, etc.

Your grade will be based on 70% lab report and 30% oral demonstration.

You are allowed to be in groups of no more than two people, each group hands in one *typed* lab report which will be collected the following week in the lab session. At the beginning of the lab session, and after lab reports are collected, a few brief questions will be asked from you about the lab you just completed along with a PSPICE demonstration. Please attend the lab you are enrolled in.